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Kiyoshi Suzaki in PortugalEditorial

The well known Japanese Guru Kiyoshi Suzaki visited Portugal to launch the

Portuguese edition of his book “The New Manufacturing Challenge”. He was invited by

LeanOp, AIP and AEP (Chambers of Commerce of Lisbon and Oporto) and stayed with

us a whole week.

Kiyoshi Suzaki is a consultant with worldwide reputation in optimizing operations.

Beyond the consulting activity, Suzaki teaches in the most important Universities of United

States of America, and is part of the Board in many companies, furthermore he Works at

Japan Technology Transfer Association.

Suzaki during  the Lean Conference at AEP

sharing there difficulties and successes during the course of implementation. José

Manuel Fernandes from Frezite, made the closing speech encouraging all companies to

This visit was very rewarding for everyone. At this moment we are translating another

Kiyoshi Suzaki’s books, and preparing the new visit to Portugal.

and the Suzaki’s visit was an opportunity to give another step focusing on middle

management.

Sinuta

Lean TQM training

follow Suzaki’s teaching as they did. A 

training of Lean TQM was givin by Suzaki

to a smaller group both at AEP and AIP.  

This was a unique event with the possibility 

to interact  with Suzaki.

As referred before, Kiyoshi Suzaki

visited some companies, to see the

methodologies implemented and give

advises and explanations about it.

One of the most successful concept is

the “Mini-Company”. Sinuta has been

implementing this concept successfully

We close 2010 with

the sense of mission

accomplished: our

costumers prosper and

their workers are more

capable and enjoy more

their Work.

The visit of Kiyoshi

Suzaki and the launch of

the book were the most

important events of

2010.

We have been

applying Suzaki’s

teaching’s for the last

few years. We had the

opportunity to have

Suzaki visiting our work

at our costumers, and it

was with great

satisfaction that we have

listen to compliments

and improvement

opportunities.

During 2010 LeanOp

launched two new

divisions: Academy and

Press.

In 2011 we are

committed to train

Portuguese companies

in Lean methodologies

and consolidate our

partnerships, focusing in

benchmarking visits,

sharing of practices and

building competences.

The formula: “people

more capable create

capable processes,

resulting in business

efficiency” is clearly our

goal for 2011!

Our Press division is

working in new

publications and LeanOp

is preparing many intra-

company events and

another visit of Kyioshi

Suzaki.

Nuno Silva
(LeanOp Director)

During his visit he made conferences and

trainings in Oporto and Lisbon, and made

assessments in Portuguese companies like

Efacec, Sinuta and Riox, that implement Lean.

This was the biggest portuguese Lean event of

the year. The week started at AEP (Oporto’s

Chamber of Commerce) where Suzaki shared

professional experiences and was presented case

studies of lean implementation by Catarina Maçãs

from Sinuta, and Joaquim Pinho of Riox,

Riox
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Recommended book

ACADEMY

Lean concepts – Mini-Company 

leanop@leanop.com

News

This book describes the seven steps of

change in a fairytale. This is an easy to read

book.

For further information please contact: 

E-mail: academy@leanop.com

This is the concept more emphasized by Suzaki. The goal is to pass

from focused to systematic improvements managed by the people of

each area.

Each area has a team leader which together with the team takes

reactive or proactive actions. The processes are measured in real time

and at the begining of the day or shift the results are consolidated and

analysed in a short meeting.

Undoubtedly this is a winner model which uses the capacity of

everyone, allowing the people to use their creativity and skills to

improve the performance of their area. This concept results in a very

positive impact for business.

Today, the only way to be competitive is to use the 

potential of everyone in the organization!

John Kotter & Holger Rathgeber, 
2006, Pan Macmillan

ISBN: 978-0-230-01420-6

 In February we launched the “Lean Groups”, which has the main

goal the sharing of lean practices between people of different

backgrounds and industries.

 In December, LeanOp

together with AIDA, organized

a training event about mini-

company, focusing in the

management of the routine

and TWI (Training Within

Industries) methodologies.

These two methodologies are

about team management, and

training tools, creating a lean

culture in a area or

department where

improvements are made

autonomously and daily

LeanOp training plan for 2011 is

ambitious. Very soon we will be

presenting the Lean Groups, for Sharing

practices.

2011 Plan

Month Day Event Local

February 24 Lean Conference

March

16

Conference of Lean

Operations

Mangement

23 and

24

Lean Initiative

Management

April

4 and 5
TQM – Total Quality

Management

8 Lean Awareness

29
Lean for Top 

Management

May 9 and 10
Lean for Middle

Management

June 3 Office Lean
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academy@leanop.com
www.leanop.com


